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Introduction

The Rules of Influencer
Marketing in 2021
Much like society at large, the social media landscape has changed
significantly over the past year. Brands and influencers around the world
have adapted to a range of political, economic, and cultural developments—
from the rapid growth of TikTok to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. As a
result, the influencer marketing industry has evolved at an even faster pace
than usual.
In order to better understand how the space has shifted, and
shine a light on the key principles and practices that define effective
influencer marketing, Tribe Dynamics conducted a survey of nearly
150 brands and over 200 influencers. By exploring topics such as team
resourcing, activation strategies, social media platforms, and the impact
of COVID-19, we aimed to paint a comprehensive picture of brands’ and
influencers’ priorities and challenges over the past 12 months, and to gather
insights that will help marketers and content creators work more effectively
with one another. This report outlines our findings.
Additionally, we’ve included our predictions for key trends that will
shape the creator economy in 2022.
Note: Unless otherwise specified, the data and analysis in this report apply to the
12-month period from September 2020 to August 2021.

Photo by Kimson Doan | Unsplash
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About the Surveys

Respondent Demographics
To paint a holistic picture of the contemporary influencer marketing space, we sought to collect information and perspectives from a range of
brands and content creators across markets and industries. We received a total of 147 survey responses from brands, and 203 responses from
influencers. The following demographic information is intended to help contextualize the data and insights shared in this report.

About the Surveys

Brand Demographics

Most respondents worked in mid-level
management or executive positions at beauty
brands, with significant participation from
fashion and wellness brands.

based in the U.K.

18%

of brands

Most Popular Product Categories for
Brand Respondents

Brand Ownership

poration
cor

ned by a par
e

69%
nt

Ow

of brands were
independently owned

31%

were owned
by a parent
corporation
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14%
Wellness

based in the U.S.

18%

Haircare

11%

of brands

19%

Accessories

63%

28%

Apparel

including France, Italy, Australia, and Singapore.

Cosmetics

in the U.K. The remainder were scattered across EMEA and APAC markets,

Skincare

A majority (63%) of the brands surveyed were based in the U.S., with 11% based

% of respondents

40%

About the Surveys

Influencer Demographics

Most influencers surveyed lived in the U.S. or U.K. However, we also
received responses from content creators across EMEA, APAC, and
Central and South America.

43%

25%

based in the U.S.

based in the U.K.

of influencers

Over half (58%) of influencer respondents were
young adults between the ages of 25 and 34 who
created beauty, fashion, and/or lifestyle content.
The majority spent fewer than 30 hours per week
building their social media presence.

Most Influencers Worked Part-Time

of influencers
k
wee
er
sp
r
h
poration
cor
nt

Part-t
ime
<3
d
e
0
n by a par
w
e
O

63%

of respondents
identified as Parttime

37%

identified as
Full-time

Respondent Follower Count

89%

< than 100k
followers
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9%

100k -1M
followers

2%

>1M
followers

2

Resourcing and Investment

The Influencer Marketing Industry
Is Accelerating, but Resources Remain Limited
As influencer marketing continues to yield massive returns for brands, companies are dedicating additional resources to their earned media programs, with teams
reporting growing budgets and headcounts. Winning executive buy-in, which has proven a significant challenge for brands in previous years, is no longer the
same widespread issue in 2021: just 12% of brand respondents considered lack of buy-in from senior leadership a roadblock, down from 24% in our 2020 survey.
However, even as brands increasingly recognize the necessity of influencer marketing, many teams still lack the money and manpower to achieve their goals.

Resourcing and Investment

Brands Are Investing
More Heavily in Influencer
Marketing
Influencer marketing is only becoming a greater priority for brands.

42%

Remained
the same size

Team Growth
In the past 12 months, relative to the
12 months prior to that

Over the past year, team sizes and budgets both continued the

39%

4%

13%

2%

Slight increase
in size

upward trajectory we observed in our 2020 surveys, a testament to

Slight decrease
in size

the growth of the influencer economy at large.

Significant
increase in size

$100k

$1M

Significant
decrease in size

Influencer marketing teams are growing

20%

Spend remained
the same

Brand Budget Spend
In the past 12 months, relative to the
12 months prior to that

32%

9%

34%

4%

Slight increase
in spend

48% 10%
of brands

spent $100k or
more on influencer
marketing annually

8

of brands

spent $1M or more
on influencer
marketing annually
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Significant
increase in
spend

Influencer marketing budgets are increasing

Slight decrease
in spend

Significant
decrease in
spend

Resourcing and Investment

Inadequate Manpower and Budgets
Block Brands From Success
While brands are investing more heavily than ever in influencer marketing, the majority of respondents
nevertheless felt that inadequate manpower and inadequate budgets hindered their teams’
performance. Limited manpower and budget constraints also marked brands’ two primary roadblocks in
last year’s survey findings, suggesting that obtaining sufficient resources to meet team needs remains
an ongoing challenge for marketers.

Team Size
2-4 People

Brand Roadblocks

Team Size
1 Person

66%
of brands

cited inadequate
manpower as a
roadblock to their
success

59%
65%

of teams comprised
of 2-4 people

9
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12%

of teams comprised
of 1 person

of brands

cited inadequate
budgets as roadblocks
to their success

3

2021 Priorities

Influencer Discovery and Retention are Top
Priorities—and Challenges—for Brands
When surveyed about the most important aspects of their influencer marketing programs, brands overwhelmingly highlighted
two objectives: finding new, impactful brand advocates, and retaining the influencers in their communities. Neither task proved
easy, with many respondents also identifying influencer discovery and retention as challenges for their teams.

2021 Priorities

Brands Are Committed to
Influencer Discovery, but
Often Encounter Difficulties
Brands consistently cited influencer discovery as a primary goal,
with 58% of respondents ranking it among the three most important
aspects of their influencer programs. This figure marked a sizable
jump from 2020, when just 34% of brands ranked discovery among
their top three priorities. Yet for many brands, surfacing new content
creators was anything but straightforward.

In-House Teams, Not
Agencies, Manage
Influencer Discovery
The vast majority of brands
surveyed primarily used in-house
influencer marketing teams

Brands that did not work with a talent
management agency

52%

to find new influencers, rather
than outsourcing discovery to a

Brands reported that
discovering new influencers
can be challenging

30%
of brands

say it's a roadblock to
their success

talent management agency or
similar agency. Additionally, most
influencer respondents did not
work with an agency.

Brands that used a talent management
agency, but only for specific campaigns
and partnerships

34%

Very challenging

13%
Somewhat challenging

57%
Not at all challenging

30%

11
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Brands that primarily used a talent
management agency for influencer discovery

73%

of influencers
did not work with a talent
management agency

14%

2021 Priorities

Brands Rally to Retain Influencers
Brands widely considered influencer retention, or building sustained
relationships with content creators, to be a core component of their marketing
strategies: 58% of respondents counted retention among the three most
important aspects of their earned media programs. Even so, many brands
struggled to inspire consistent activity from their fans.

Retention is a challenge
for many brands.

Very challenging

48%
of brands

considered the difficulty of
encouraging influencers to
post consistently to be a
roadblock to their success

17%

Software Tools Are Integral
to Brands’ Influencer
Programs, but Imperfect

40%
of brands

said inadequate software tools
hindered their performance

A significant portion of the brands we
Somewhat challenging

46%

surveyed used software tools: 57% of respondents leveraged at least one
influencer marketing software to execute their strategy, while another 24%
did not but wished they did. The primary problems that software solved for
brands were evaluating their programs’ performance, accessing data on
influencers’ audience demographics, and discovering new content creators to

Not at all challenging

37%

12
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work with. However, many brands were still searching for tools that provided
comprehensive analytics for content on emergent platforms and accurately
tracked ROI.

4

Compensation Practices

#SponCon Is On the Rise—and Influencers Appreciate It
As the influencer economy matures, content creators are increasingly recognizing the value that they generate for brands, and expecting corresponding
compensation for their work. We observed that paying influencers was becoming increasingly widespread in our 2020 survey findings, and this year’s
results confirm that it’s now a standard practice for brands, many of which compensate even more content creators than in previous years. While
influencers have welcomed this shift, they also reported a hesitancy to “sell out,” emphasizing that accepting payment from brands did not necessarily
mean endorsing products they disliked, or ceding creative control over their content.

Compensation Practices

In 2021, Paying Influencers
Is Protocol
Brands today understand that influencers’ endorsements are powerful
marketing tools, and don’t expect their advocates to work for free. Almost all
brands we surveyed compensated at least a portion of the influencers that
they worked with over the past year, reporting that an average of between 25%
and 75% of their influencer marketing budget went towards compensating
influencers. Sponsoring content is becoming more mainstream, with 50% of

Under 100k followers

100k-300k followers

Brands paid:

Brands paid:

brands stating that the proportion of content creators they paid had increased
relative to the previous year. Specific compensation rates varied widely based on
influencers’ audience sizes, with brands paying content creators anywhere from

<$500

less than $500 to more than $50k per post depending on how many followers

$500-$2500

Per post

Per post

these influencers had.

19%

17%

% of Brand Respondents

24%

94%

35%

of brands

6%

0%

pay a portion of their
influencer community

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%
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Over 1M followers

Brands paid:

Brands paid:

75-100%

Proportion of Influencer Community Compensated by Brands

14

300k-1M followers

$2500-$10k
Per post

$2500-$50k
Per post

Compensation Practices

Influencers report higher
satisfaction with paying brands

Influencers Care About
Compensation, but They
Aren’t for Sale
Money matters to influencers. A significant 82% of the content
creators we surveyed had worked with brands in a paid capacity
over the past year, up from 70% of influencers last year.
Respondents remained eager for sponsorship opportunities:
51% of influencers considered compensation “very important”
to them, while 38% considered it “somewhat important” to

54% 65%

of influencers
were “very satisfied”
with the brand they
created the most
unpaid content for

of influencers
were “very satisfied”
with the brand they
created the most
paid content for

For Paid Influencers,
Creative Agency is Essential
Even when activated by brands for

them. Additionally, 81% of respondents counted payment as a

paid initiatives, influencers care deeply

motivating factor in their decisions to work with brands; as in

about maintaining creative control over

2020, content creators reported greater satisfaction with

their content.

brands they received compensation from than with brands that
did not compensate them.
However, sponsored content continued to account
for a relatively small percentage of influencers’ overall activity,

Genuine brand affinity
is a prerequisite for paid
relationships

with most respondents receiving compensation for less than
25% of the content they created. Also notable was the fact that
influencers were only willing to enter into paid relationships
with brands whose products they genuinely endorsed and were

How important to influencers is creative
control in paid relationships?

Of influencers...

32%

passionate about, another key takeaway reaffirmed by our 2020

Only work with
brands they
genuinely love

Very important

75%

surveys.

% of Influencers

Paid content accounts for a small
portion of most influencers’ work

Still have to like these
brands’ products

Somewhat important

23%
Not at all important

59%

22%
<25%

25-50%

13%
50-75%

9%
75-100%

% of Content Paid for by Brands

15

61%

Were willing to work
with brands other than
their favorite brands
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7%

Would work with brands
they thought had
lower-quality products
if the compensation
was high enough

2%

5

Influencer Preferences

Product Quality Remains the Primary
Reason Influencers Post About Brands
From makeup bloggers to health and wellness gurus, influencers aren’t just enthusiastic about their interests—
they’re experts on the best brands and products on the market. So it’s hardly surprising that, as they did in
2020, influencers overwhelmingly listed product quality as one of the most important factors in their decisions
to work with brands. Values such as inclusivity and sustainability also ranked highly this year, as did potential
compensation. Conversely, poor product quality was the most commonly cited reason that influencers stopped
posting about brands, followed by inadequate or no compensation, and then misaligned values or negative
publicity surrounding a brand.

Influencers are most likely to
stop posting about brands with
low-quality products

Top reasons influencers stop posting
about a brand

Product quality is the top reason influencers work with brands

88%
97%

85%

44%

Rated it among the top
three factors in their
decision making

Rated it among the top
three factors in their
decision making

Rated it among the top
three factors in their
decision making

Product Quality

16

57%

21%

14%

Rated it No. 1 Factor

Rated it No. 1 Factor

Rated it No. 1 Factor

Values
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Compensation

69%

66%

Poor product
quality

Inadequate or no
compensation

Negative publicity
about a brand

6

Activation Strategies

Product Sends, UGC, and Affiliate Links Formed
the Foundation of Brands’ 2021 Strategy
In a year where in-person events and getaways were few and far between, brands turned to three primary activities to engage online fans:
sending influencers product, reposting their content—also known as sourcing user-generated content, or UGC—and offering influencers
discount codes or affiliate links to share with their followers. Brands tended to report high success rates with all three tactics, effectiveness
that was corroborated by influencers’ own reports on how their most frequently mentioned brands had engaged them.

1

Activation Strategies

Sourcing UGC Proved the Most Popular
Mechanism for Engaging Influencers
Potentially due to its low cost and minimal planning requirements, reposting influencer content
proved the most widely adopted strategy brands used to win influencers’ attention and affinity.

42%

of influencers
saw their content
reposted by the brand for
which they created the
most unpaid content

59%

of influencers

94%
of brands

reposted influencer content

UGC appears effective
for brands

Brands Rate UGC:

within the past year

18
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47%

Very successful

46%

Somewhat successful

7%

Not at all successful

saw their content
reposted by the brand for
which they created the
most paid content

Many influencers saw their
content shared by the brands
they posted about the most

2

Activation Strategies

Product Sends Remain a Key Pillar of Brands’
Influencer Outreach
Gifting content creators products to try out has long been a cornerstone of influencer marketing, and
survey results underscore product sends’ continued importance.

91%

of influencers
received product from the
brand they created the
most unpaid content for

92%

87%

had orchestrated a product send

received product from the
brand they created the
most paid content for

of influencers

of brands surveyed
within the past year

Product sends deliver
reliable results

Brands
Rate
ProuctSends:
Sends
Brands
Rate
Product

19
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54%

Very successful

43%

Somewhat successful

2%

Not at all successful

Influencers almost always received
free products from the brands they
posted about the most

3

Activation Strategies

Brands Prompt Paid Content With Discount
Codes and Affiliate Links
With paid activations becoming increasingly mainstream, brands are embracing the opportunity to boost
sales by inviting influencers to share personalized discount codes and affiliate links. This strategy has
gained popularity over the past year in particular: while just 53% of respondents to our 2020 survey
reported leveraging discount codes and affiliate links, 69% of respondents did so this year.

69%
of brands

gave influencers discount codes

Brands saw moderate to strong
success with discount codes
and affiliate links.

audiences during the past year

Brands Rate Discount
Codes and Affiliate Links:
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of influencers
gave out a discount code or affiliate link
for the brand for which they created the
most paid content

or affiliate links to share with their

20

51%

50%

Very successful

34%

Somewhat successful

16%

Not at all successful

7

Social Media Platforms

Instagram Isn’t Going Anywhere, but Stories
and TikTok are Changing the Game
Like the influencer ecosystem, the social media ecosystem is constantly evolving, with new platforms gaining steam as more established
platforms lose relevance. Notably, Instagram has remained the most integral platform to brands’ influencer marketing strategy, as well as
influencers’ most widely used platform for content creation. However, Instagram Stories and TikTok have matured from emergent trends to key
channels for brands and influencers alike. Additionally, as short-form videos continue to captivate viewers, influencers are increasingly sharing
videos directly to their Instagram feeds.

Social Media Platforms

Instagram Remains the No. 1
Platform for Influencer Marketing
Brands overwhelmingly considered Instagram essential to their
influencer programs, with many naming it as the most central
platform to their strategies. Similarly, more influencers regularly used
Instagram than any other social media platform.

Influencers Are
Posting More Videos to
Instagram
Instagram is a foundational tool for brands

While influencers are still primarily
creating static content on Instagram,
the proportion of video content they’re
sharing to the platform is increasing.

58%

of influencers
shared more total static
content to Instagram than video
content within the last year

Proportion of video content

92%
of influencers
regularly created
Instagram content

96% 63%
of brands

ranked Instagram as
one of the three most
important platforms
to their influencer
marketing strategy

22

of brands

named Instagram as
the most important
platform to their
influencer marketing
strategy
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shared to Instagram over the past

% of influencers

year, relative to the previous year

36%
36%
17%
6%
4%
Video content accounts for a growing
proportion of influencers’ Instagram posts

Significantly greater
Slightly greater
About the same
Slightly smaller
Significantly smaller

Social Media Platforms

Influencer Marketing Has Embraced
Instagram Stories and TikTok
No longer niche, Instagram Stories and TikTok are now mainstream channels for influencer
marketing. The two platforms ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively, in importance among both
brands and influencers. Even as these once-emergent platforms secure go-to status for
both marketers and content creators, they are continuing to inspire increased usage from
influencers. In just the past year, TikTok overtook YouTube, once the online hub for beauty
gurus. After ranking as brands’ and influencers’ No. 3 and No. 7 platforms, respectively, in
2020, YouTube ranked No. 4 for brands and No. 8 for influencers in 2021, with TikTok’s rise
responsible for both declines.

Influencers are using Instagram Stories
and TikTok with increasing frequency
59%
18%
13%
6%
4%
Usage frequency in the past year

96%

compared to the previous year

21% ranked it No. 1

88%

of brands

Much more
Somewhat more

of influencers

regularly used
Instagram Stories

regularly used
Instagram Stories

10% ranked it No. 1

About the same

37%
15%

46%

of brands

regularly used TikTok

Instagram Stories and TikTok
follow Instagram in
importance to brands

23

42%

of influencers

regularly used TikTok

Instagram Stories and
TikTok are influencer go-tos
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20%
7%
21%

Somewhat less
Much less

Brands are
Adapting Their
Strategies for
Instagram Stories

86%

Given the amplifying volume of
influencer activity on Instagram

of brands

When asked about their decisions to start dedicating resources to

said that Stories
had impacted
content about them

an emergent platform, brands’ most frequently cited reason was that

59%

Stories and TikTok, brands are

competitor brands had begun conducting influencer marketing on that
platform. Meanwhile, the most common reason for brands to cease investing
in an emergent platform was poor ROI on that platform.

of brands

taking steps to better leverage

said that TikTok had
impacted content
about them

these two platforms.

TikTok and Stories are
Significantly Impacting
Influencer Content About Brands

60%

77%

76%

started investing in an emergent
platform because their competitors
were on that platform

stopped investing in an emergent
platform due to poor ROI

of brands

of brands

said TikTok had
impacted how they
approach influencer
discovery

of brands

Top Ways Brands Are Adapting
to Instagram Stories and TikTok
1

2

3

24

Competition, ROI Guide Brands’ Investment in
Emergent Platforms

Sharing more Stories and TikTok content on
their owned channels
Encouraging influencers to create
unsponsored Stories and TikTok content
about their brand
Sponsoring influencers to create Stories and
TikTok content about their brand
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Brands are eying Twitch as a new
frontier for influencer marketing:
apart from Stories and TikTok,
more brands began working with
influencers on the live-streaming
site over the past year than on any
other emergent platform.

8

COVID-19

The COVID-19 Pandemic Continues to Impact
Brands and Influencers
No event has had the same drastic, sustained impact on the influencer marketing industry as the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020, the pandemic reduced
brands’ resources, disrupted planned activations, and forced marketers to find new ways to galvanize their communities from a distance. Meanwhile,
influencers had to rethink their approaches to content creation in order to keep their followers engaged from home. Through it all, the industry
displayed enormous imagination, innovation, and resilience. With more people vaccinated and the economy stabilizing this year, a return to “normal”
may be in sight; however, survey results made it abundantly clear that the consequences of the pandemic for influencer marketing are far from over,
bringing challenges as well as opportunities.

COVID-19

The COVID-19 Pandemic
Exacerbates Roadblocks for Brands
Even amid re-openings, key roadblocks such as budget, manpower, and difficulty hosting activations
are continuing to hinder brands’ performance. Many brands reported that in the past six months,
these challenges proved more significant relative not only to the six months prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, but to the first year of the pandemic.

Today vs. First Year of COVID-19

Today vs. Before COVID-19

Key roadblocks impacted brands the same or more over the past

Key roadblocks impacted brands the same or more over the past six

six months compared to the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic

months compared to the six months prior to the COVID-19
pandemic

Inadequate budget
Impacts brands

26

Inadequate manpower
Impacts brands

Hosting activations
Impacts brands

Inadequate budget
Impacts brands

Inadequate manpower
Impacts brands

Hosting activations
Impacts brands

38%

Same

30% Same

37%

Same

42%

Same

37%

Same

44%

Same

36%

More

54%

More

50%

More

44%

More

51%

More

41%

More

26%

Less

16%

Less

13%

Less

14%

Less

12%

Less

15%

Less
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COVID-19

Influencers’ Interests Shifted
During the Pandemic

Influencers are still championing brands in categories
they embraced during the pandemic

Lifestyles changed radically during the COVID-19 pandemic, and influencers
were no exception. Although content creators reported adjusting their
tone slightly amid re-openings—they began mentioning more products,
and posting less about COVID-19—many of the trends that emerged during
the pandemic continued to shape influencers’ work eighteen months after

65%

the first lockdowns. In particular, content creators shared more “at home”

Started Posting

posts, more self-care-oriented posts, and fewer travel posts over the past
six months than they had in the six months prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Additionally, during the pandemic, a significant number of influencers began
posting about brands in high-growth categories like wellness, fitness, and

Home decor

75%

Still Posting

home decor, and have continued to champion their favorite brands in these
verticals throughout 2021.

55%

Started Posting

During The Pandemic

Home decor

Wellness

67%

Still Posting

Fitness

38%

45%

Started Posting
Wellness

of influencers

began posting about wellness,
fitness, or home decor brands

27
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Fitness

69%

Still Posting

9

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Inclusivity Is Top of Mind for Brands, but More
Work Lies Ahead
Social justice remains a priority for both brands and influencers, and marketers are making a dedicated effort to treat content creators
inclusively and equitably. However, consistent with our 2020 findings, some influencers still reported unfair treatment by brands due
to their racial identity, gender identity, and/or gender expression.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Brands Strive to Build Inclusive
Communities
Brands reported taking a number of steps over the past 12 months to foster
more inclusive influencer networks and empower BIPOC content creators,

Top Actions Taken by Brands to
Empower BIPOC Influencers

such as tapping more BIPOC influencers for activations, participating in DEI
training, and hiring more BIPOC professionals as team members.

82%
of brands

reported sending more
product to BIPOC influencers

80%
of brands

reported including more BIPOC
influencers in brand activations

80%
of brands

reported including more BIPOC
models or influencers in brand
marketing campaigns

29
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Influencers From Marginalized
Groups Are Still Experiencing
Discrimination
Even as brands aimed to elevate diverse voices in their communities,
influencers encountered discrimination and disrespect from brands on
the basis of race, ethnicity, and/or gender identity. A significant 24% of
influencers felt that their race and/or ethnicity had been a significant barrier

Influencers feel excluded from
activations due to race/ethnicity

15%

Frequently felt excluded

19%

Occasionally felt excluded

66% Did not feel excluded

to their success, while 9% reported being made to feel uncomfortable by
brands due to their gender identity or expression.
Of the influencers we surveyed, 66% identified as white, 22%
identified as BIPOC, and another 12% chose not to identify. The majority
(88%) of respondents used she/her pronouns, 12% used he/him pronouns,
3% used they/them pronouns, and 2% used other pronouns.

Influencers used their platforms
to promote social justice

Influencers report inadequate
compensation due to race/ethnicity

17%

Frequently received
inadequate compensation

7%

Occasionally received
inadequate compensation

76%

Did not feel inadequately
compensated

Brands generally, but not always,
respect influencers’ pronouns
Influencers said brands...

66%

of influencers

promoted social justice
causes in the past 12 months
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respected their
88% always
pronouns

4%

respected their pronouns
most of the time

4%

respected their pronouns some
of the time

4%

rarely or never respected their
pronouns

Summary

Key Takeaways
Brands are increasingly investing in influencer
marketing, but teams still grapple with inadequate
manpower and budget.
Influencer discovery and influencer retention are key
priorities for brands.
Paid content is on the rise, but genuine brand affinity
and creative control are important to influencers.
Product quality is the No. 1 reason influencers post
about brands.
Sourcing user-generated content, product sends, and
discount codes/affiliate links are the most popular
methods brands use to engage influencers.

What’s Changed
Since 2020?
While many of the trends observed in
this report—including the overall growth

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge brands
and impact influencer content.
Brands are committed to building inclusive and
equitable communities, but influencers from
marginalized groups report occasional unfair treatment.
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Influencers are
sharing more video
content to Instagram.

trajectory of influencer marketing,
the key roadblocks facing brands,
and influencers’ emphasis on product
quality—corresponded with our 2020
findings, we also identified several new

Instagram is the No. 1 platform for brands and
influencers, followed by Instagram Stories and TikTok.

Influencer marketing
teams have an
easier time winning
executive buy-in.

developments in 2021.

TikTok has
surpassed YouTube
in relevance among
brands and influencers.

Compensating
influencers is an even
more widespread
practice.

Discount codes and
affiliate links are on
the rise.

10

Predictions

2022 Trend Forecast
With the new year upon us, marketers may be wondering what changes 2022 will bring to the influencer landscape. While we don’t have a crystal ball, our 2021
findings point to several developments that we anticipate impacting the creator economy in the year ahead. Below, we’ve outlined five major trends we foresee
shaping brand strategies, and influencer conversations, in 2022.

Top Five Influencer Marketing Predictions for 2022

one

two

Influencer marketing
will become an even
more central component
of brands’ overall growth
strategies.

TikTok will be a pillar of
the creator economy.

In 2021, executives are

TikTok’s growth trajectory

three
Quality products and
clear values will spell
success for brands.

Compensation will
remain commonplace,
but creative control
will only grow more
important to influencers.

five
Wellness and fitness
brands will continue
to thrive.

remains impressive, with both

For the past two years,

influencers and consumers

influencers have consistently

rapidly embracing the

ranked product quality as

Content creators have made

their physical and mental

short-form video app. As

the primary factor in their

it clear that they prefer not

health was hardly a passing

more and more brands find

decisions to work with

to work for free. However,

trend. Content creators are

their voice on TikTok, the

brands, and this is unlikely

authenticity remains a crucial

continuing to prioritize their

platform will play an integral

to change in the year ahead.

component of what makes

well-being, fueling significant

role in brands’ influencer

Additionally, content creators

influencer content compelling

EMV increases for brands in

marketing programs.

are increasingly rallying around

to audiences, with TikTok in

categories from supplements

With this buy-in, the influencer

brands that align with their

particular rewarding creators’

to activewear and health-tech.

marketing industry will only

values. Brands that meet

unique voices. For these

Bolstered by Q1 conversation

continue to grow.

both requirements—coupling

reasons, brands looking to

around New Year’s resolutions,

effective products with a

make an impact in 2022 must

wellness and fitness brands

compelling mission—will be

learn to cede artistic control

are poised for sustained

best positioned for success

over sponsored posts.

growth in social coverage

aware of the immense
value generated by content
creators, and marketing teams
no longer struggle to persuade
company leadership to invest
in earned media programs.

in 2022.
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The last year proved that
influencers’ investment in

throughout 2022.

Who We Are

The most comprehensive influencer marketing
tracking and analytics software
Tribe Dynamics is a San Francisco-based software company that helps beauty, fashion, and lifestyle brands drive and
measure high-impact digital earned media at scale.

visit

Earned Media Value (EMV) is Tribe Dynamics’ proprietary metric for measuring the online engagement of influencer content.
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